Even the simplest of animals exhibit behavioral sequences with complex temporal dynamics. Prominent amongst the proposed organizing principles for these dynamics has been the idea of a hierarchy, wherein the movements an animal makes can be understood as a set of nested sub-clusters. Although this type of organization holds potential advantages in terms of motion control and neural circuitry, measurements demonstrating this for an animal's entire behavioral repertoire have been limited in scope and temporal complexity. Here, we use a recently developed unsupervised technique to discover and track the occurrence of all stereotyped behaviors performed by fruit flies moving in a shallow arena. Calculating the optimally predictive representation of the fly's future behaviors, we show that fly behavior exhibits multiple time scales and is organized into a hierarchical structure that is indicative of its underlying behavioral programs and its changing internal states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Animals perform a vast array of behaviors as they go about their daily lives, often in what appear to be repeated and non-random patterns. These sequences of actions, some innate and some learned, have dramatic consequences with respect to survival and reproductive function-from feeding, grooming, and locomotion to mating, child rearing, and the establishment of social structures. Moreover, these patterns of movement can be viewed as the final output of the complicated interactions between an organism's genes, metabolism, and neural signaling. As a result, understanding the principles behind how an animal generates behavioral sequences can provide a window into the biological mechanisms underlying the animal's movements, appetites, and interactions with its environment, as well as broader insights into how behaviors evolve.
The prevailing theory for the temporal organization of behavior, rooted in work from neuroscience, psychology, and evolution, is that the pattern of actions performed by animals is hierarchical [1] [2] [3] . In such a framework, actions are nested into modules on many scales, from simple motion primitives to complex behaviors to sequences of actions. Neural architectures related to behavior, such as the motor cortex, are anatomically hierarchical, supporting the idea that animals use a hierarchical representation of behavior in the brain [4] [5] [6] [7] . Additionally, hierarchical organization is a hallmark of human design, from the layout of cities to the wiring of the internet, and its potential use in various biological contexts has been proposed as an organizing principle [2] .
Despite the theoretical attractiveness of behavioral hierarchy, measurements showing that a particular animal's behavioral repertoire is organized in this manner often are limited in their applicability and scope. Typi-cally, observations of hierarchy in the ordering of movement have considered a single behavioral type, such as grooming, ignoring relationships between more varied behavioral motifs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Perhaps more problematic is that most analyses of behavior make use of methods, such as hierarchical clustering, that implicitly or explicitly impose a hierarchical structure onto the data without showing that such a representation is accurate. Lastly, to our knowledge, all measurements of a hierarchical organization of behavior limit their analysis to behavioral dynamics at a single time scale. This scale is often given by the results of fitting a Markov model, where the next step in a behavioral pattern only depends on the animal's current state. Even in the simplest of animals, however, there are many internal states such as hunger, reproductive drive, etc., and sequences of behaviors possess an effective memory of an animal's behavioral state that persists well into the future, a result noted in a wide variety of systems [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In this paper, we study the behavioral repertoire of fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster ), attempting to characterize the temporal organization of their movements over the course of an hour. Decomposing the flies' movements into a set of stereotyped behaviors without making any a priori behavioral definitions [18] , we find that their behavior exhibits long time scale,s far beyond what would be predicted from a Markovian model. Applying methods from information theory, we show that a hierarchical representation of actions optimally predicts the future behavioral state of the fly. These results show that the best way to understand how future actions follow from the current behavioral state is to group these current behaviors in a nested manner, with fine grained partitions being useful in predicting the near future, and coarser partitions being sufficient for predicting the relatively distant future. These results show that these animals control their movement via a hierarchy of behaviors at varying time scales, affirming and making precise a key concept in ethology.
II. EXPERIMENTS AND BEHAVIORAL STATES
As a testbed for probing questions of behavioral organization and hierarchy, we sought to measure the entire behavioral repertoire of a population of Drosophila melanogaster in a specific environmental context. We probed the behavioral repertoire of individual, groundbased fruit flies in a largely featureless circular arena for one hour using a 100Hz camera. Under these conditions, flies display many complex behaviors, including locomotion and grooming, that involve multiple parts of their bodies interacting at varying time scales. We recorded videos of 59 male flies using a custom-built tracking setup, producing more than 21 million images [18] .
These data were used to generate a two-dimensional map of fly behavior based on an unsupervised approach that automatically identifies stereotyped actions (Fig.  1A , for full details see [18] ). Briefly, this approach takes a set of translationally and rotationally aligned images of the flies and decomposes the dynamics of the observed pixel values into a low-dimensional basis set describing the flies' posture. Time series are produced by projecting the original pixel values onto this basis set and the local spectrogram of these trajectories is then embedded into two dimensions [19] . Each position in the behavioral map corresponds to a unique set of postural dynamics; although this was not required by the analysis, nearby points represent similar motions, i.e. those involving related body parts executing similar temporal patterns.
In the resulting behavioral space, z, we estimate the probability distribution function P (z) and find that it contains a set of peaks corresponding to short segments of movement that are revisited multiple times by multiple individuals ( Figure 1A) . Pauses in the trajectories through this space, z(t), are interspersed with quick movements between the peaks. These pauses in z(t) at a particular peak correspond to the fly performing one of a large set of distinct, stereotyped behaviors such as right wing grooming, proboscis extension, or alternating tripod locomotion [18] . In all, we identify 117 unique stereotyped actions, with similar behaviors, i.e. those that utilize similar body parts at similar frequencies, located near each other in the behavioral map. A watershed algorithm is used to separate the peaks and, combined with a threshold on dz(t)/dt, to segment each movie into a sequence of discreet, stereotyped behaviors.
In this paper, we treat pauses at these peaks to be our states, the lowest level of description of behavioral organization, and investigate the pattern of behavioral transitions among these states over time. We count time in units of the transitions between states, so we have a description of behavior as a discrete variable S(n) that can take on N = 117 different values at each discrete time n. Note that since we count time in units of transitions, we always have S(n + 1) = S(n). Combining data from all 59 flies, we observe ≈ 6.4 × 10 5 behavioral transitions, or ≈ 10 4 per experiment. 
III. TRANSITION MATRICES AND NON-MARKOVIAN TIME SCALES
To investigate the temporal pattern of behaviors, we first calculated the behavioral transition matrix over different time scales,
which describes the probability that the animal will go from state j to state i after τ transition steps. We expect that this distribution becomes less and less structured as τ increases because we lose the ability to make predictions of the future state as the horizon of our predictions extends further. In addition, it will be useful to think about these matrices in terms of their eigendecomposi- tions:
where u µ ≡ {u µ i } and v µ ≡ {v µ i } are the left and right eigenvectors, respectively, and λ µ (τ ) is the eigenvalue with the µ th largest modulus. Because probability is conserved in the transitions, the largest eigenvalue will always be equal to one, λ 1 (τ ) = 1, and v 1 i (τ ) describes the stationary distribution over states at long times. All the other eigenvalues have magnitudes less than one, |λ µ =1 (τ )| < 1, and describe the loss of predictability over time, as shown in more detail below.
The matrix T(τ = 1) describes the probability of transitions from one state to the next, the most elementary steps of behavior (Fig. 1B) . To the eye, this transition matrix appears modular, with most transitions out of any given state only going to one of a handful of other states. By appropriately organizing the states in Figure  1B , T(τ = 1) takes on a nearly block-diagonal structure, which can be broken up into modular clusters using the information bottleneck formalism (see below). Plotting this matrix on the behavioral map itself (Fig. 1C) , we see that the transitions are largely localized, with nearly all large probability transitions occurring between nearby behaviors. Furthermore, the transition clusters are contiguous in the behavioral space, defining gross categories of motion including locomotion, behaviors involving anterior parts of the body etc. (Fig. 1D) .
It is important to note that T(τ = 1) does not directly contain information about the location of behavioral states in the two dimensional map, and hence any relationship we observe between the transition structure and the patterning of behaviors in the map is a consequence of the animal's behavior and not the way we construct the analysis. We thus conclude that behavioral transitions are mostly restricted to occur between similar actions-e.g., grooming behaviors are typically followed by other grooming behaviors of close-by body parts and animals transition between locomotion gates systematically by changing gate speed and velocity. These observations are consistent with classical ideas of postural facilitation and previous observations that transitions largely occur between similar behaviors [9, [20] [21] [22] .
We begin to see the necessity of looking at longer time scales as we measure the transition matrices for τ 1. If the observed dynamics are purely Markovian, then the transitions from one state to the next do not depend on the history of behavior, and T(τ = 1) provides a complete characterization of the system. In particular, if the behavior is Markovian then we can calculate the transition matrix after τ state just by iterating the matrix from one step:
Because |λ µ (1)| < 1 for all but the leading eigenvalue, the contributions from the µ > 1 terms decay to zero exponentially as τ → ∞. For very long times, therefore, T M (τ ) loses all information about the current state and instead reflects the average probabilities of performing any particular behavior. Thus, in a Markovian system, the slowest time scale in the system is determined by |λ 2 (1)|, resulting in a characteristic decay time t 2 = −1/ log |λ 2 (1)|. Calculating these eigenvalues for each fly and averaging, we find λ 2 (1) = 0.953 ± 0.004, or t 2 = 29 ± 2 transitions. Thus, any memory that extends beyond ≈ 30 transitions into the future is direct evidence for hidden states that carry a memory over longer times and modulate behavior. Initial evidence for long-time structure in T(τ ) comes by comparing the lack of structure within T M (100) to that within T(τ ) for τ = 100 and τ = 1, 000 (Fig 2A-C) . After 100 transitions, (≈ 3 t 2 ), the Markov model retains essentially no information, as demonstrated by the similarity between all of the rows, implying that all transitions have been randomized. Conversely, although some of the block-diagonal structure from Fig. 1B has dissipated, we see that T(100) and T(1000) retrain a great deal of non-randomness.
This observation can be made more precise by looking at the eigenvalue spectra of the transition matrices. In Figure 2D , we plot |λ µ (τ )| as a function of τ for µ = 2 through 6 (solid color lines) in addition to the predictions from the Markov model of Eq (3) based on T(1) (colored dashed lines). In a Markovian system, it would be more natural to plot these results with a logarithmic axis for λ, but here we see that structure extends over such a wide range of time scales that we need a logarithmic axis for τ . We can make this difference more obvious by measuring the apparent decay rate, r µ (τ ) = − log |λ µ (τ )|/τ , which should be constant for a Markovian system. For the leading mode, the apparent decay rate falls by nearly two orders of magnitude before the corresponding eigenvalue is lost in the noise ( Figure 2E ). Similar patterns appear in higher modes, but we have more limited dynamic range for observing them.
These results are direct evidence that many time scales are required to model behavioral sequences, even in this simple context where no external stimuli are provided. Accordingly, we can infer that the organism must have internal states that we do not directly observe, even though we are making rather thorough measurements of the motor output. Roughly speaking, the appearance of decay rates ≈ 10 −3 means that the internal states must hold memory across at least ≈ 10 3 behavioral transitions, or approximately 20 minutes-much longer than any time scale apparent in the Markov model.
IV. PREDICTABILITY AND HIERARCHY
The modular structure of the flies' transition matrix, combined with the observed long time scales of behavioral sequences, suggests that we might be able to group the behavioral states into clusters that preserve much of the information that the current behavioral state provides about future actions (predictive information [23] ). Furthermore, we should be able to probe whether this results in a hierarchical organization: if the states are grouped into a hierarchy, then increasing the number of clusters will largely subdivide existing clusters rather than mix behaviors from two different clusters.
To make this idea more precise, we hope to map the behaviors into groups, S(n) → Z, that compress our description in a way that preserves information about a state τ transitions in the future, S(n + τ ). Mathematically, this means that we should maximize the information about the future, I(Z; S(n + τ )), while holding fixed the information that we keep about the past, I(Z; S(n)). Introducing a Lagrange multiplier to hold I(Z; S(n)) fixed, we wish to maximize
At β = 0 we retain the full complexity of the 117 behavioral states, and as we increase β, we are forced to tighten our description into a more and more compressed form, thus losing predictive power. This is an example of the information bottleneck problem [24] . If the compressed description Z involves a fixed number of clusters, then we find solutions that range from soft clustering, where behaviors can be assigned to more than one cluster probabilistically, to hard clustering, where each behavior belongs to only one cluster, as β increases; changing the number of clusters allows us to move along a curve that trades complexity of description against predictive power, as shown in Fig 3 ( see §VI C for details). As expected, the optimal curves move downward as the time lag increases, implying that the ability to predict the behavioral state of the animal decreases as we look further into the future. We also observe a relatively rapid decrease in the height of these curves for small τ , followed by increasingly-closely spaced optimal curves as the lag length increases. It this slowing that is indicative of the long time-scales in behavior.
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Along each of these trade-off curves lie partitions of the behavioral space that contain an increasing number of clusters. We can make several observations about these data. First, in agreement with our investigation of the single-step transition matrix, we find that the clusters are spatially contiguous in the behavioral map as exemplified in Figure 4 for τ = 67. Thus, even when we add in the long time-scale dynamics, we find that transitions predominantly occur between similar behaviors. Second, these spatially-contiguous clusters separate hierarchically as we increase the number of clusters, i.e. new clusters largely result from subdividing existing clusters instead of emerging from multiple existing clusters. One example of this can be seen in Figure 5 , where the probability flow between partitions of increasing size subdivide in a treelike manner. It is important to note that these results are not built in to the information bottleneck algorithm: we can solve the bottleneck problem for different numbers of clusters independently, and hence (in contrast to hierarchical clustering) this method could have found non-hierarchical evolution with new clusters comprised of behaviors from many other clusters, That this does not happen is strong evidence that fly behavior is organized hierarchically.
We can go beyond this qualitative description, however, by quantifying the degree of hierarchy in our representation as the number of clusters increases using a "treeness" metric, T (Fig. 6) . The idea behind this metric, which is similar to the one introduced by CorominasMurta et al [25] , is that if our representation is perfectly hierarchical, then each cluster has precisely one "parent" in a partitioning with a smaller number of clusters. Thus, the better our ability to distinguish the lineage of a cluster as it splits through increasingly complex partitionings implies a higher value of T . More precisely, the treeness index is given by the relative reduction in entropy going backwards rather than forwards through the tree,
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where H f and H b are the entropies over all possible paths going forward and backwards, respectively. This metric is bounded between zero and one, 0 ≤ T ≤ 1, and T = 1 implies a perfect hierarchy. We find that the partitionings derived from the information bottleneck algorithm are much more tree-like than random partitions of the behavioral space (Fig. 6B ). This is true even when we attempt to optimally predict behavioral states thousands of transitions into the future. Thus, by finding optimally-predictive representations that best explain the relationship between states over long time scales, we have uncovered a hierarchical ordering of actions, supporting decades-old theory without relying on hierarchical clustering, Markov models, or limiting the measured behavioral repertoire.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured the behavioral repertoires for dozens of fruit flies, paying particular attention to the structure of their behavioral transitions. We find that these transitions exhibit multiple time scales and possess memory that persists thousands of transitions into the future, indicative of internal states that carry memory across thousands of observable behavioral transitions. Using an information bottleneck approach to find the compressed representations that optimally predict our observed dynamics, we find that behaviors are organized in a hierarchical fashion, with fine grained representations being able to predict short-time structure and coarser representations being sufficient to predict the fly's actions that are further removed in time. This is fundamentally different from previous measurements of hierarchy in behavior, which were more limited in the types of behaviors they measured, the time scales over which the hierarchy was modeled, and/or relied on hierarchical clustering and other types of analyses that only yield hierarchical outputs.
The type of organization we observe is reminiscent of the functional clustering seen in mouse and primate motor cortex, where groupings of neurons from millimeter scales down to single cells have been found to exhibit increasing temporal correlation as the distance between them decreases [4, 6] . Although no such pattern has been specifically found in Drosophila, our results suggest that such neuronal patterns may exist. As circuits for different behavioral modules are uncovered, our results suggest that such hierarchical neuroanatomical organization will also be found in the fly, serving as a general principle that may apply across organisms to provide insight towards how the brain controls behavior and adapts to a complex environment.
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VI. METHODS

A. Experiments
We imaged 59 individual male flies (D. melanogaster, Oregon-R strain) for an hour each, following the protocols originally described in [18] . All flies were within the first two weeks post-eclosion during the filming session. Flies were placed into the arena via aspiration and were subsequently allowed 5 minutes for adaptation before data collection. All recording occurred between the hours of 9:00 AM and 1:00 PM. The temperature during all recordings was 25 o ± 1 o C.
B. Generating Markovian Models
Markovian model data sets were generated by first randomly selecting a state, and then finding another, randomly chosen, instance in the measured data set where the fly was performing that behavior. The behavior performed immediately after that behavior is chosen, and the process is iterated until the generated sequence is equivalent in size to the original data set, similar to the first-order alphabets generated in Shannon's original work on information theory [26] .
C. Predictive Information Bottleneck
The solution to the information bottleneck problem, Eq (4), obeys a set of self-consistent equations that can be iterated in a manner equivalent to the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm in rate-distortion theory [24, 27] . For a given |Z| = K and inverse temperature β, a random initial condition for p(z|x) is chosen, and the following selfconsistent equations are iterated until the convergence criterion ((F t − F t+1 )/F t < 10 −6 ) is met:
where x ∈ S(n), y ∈ S(n + τ ), z ∈ Z, D KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two probability distributions, and Z(β, x) is a normalizing function. Because this study focuses on hard clusterings of the behavioral space, we find solutions by starting at β = 0.1 and annealing with 40 exponentially-spaced values up to β = 500. After starting from a random initial condition at the initial value of β, the optimization is performed at that value until the convergence criterion is met, and that solution is used as the initial condition for the next value of β. All intermediate solutions, p (n) (z|x) are stored so they can potentially be included in the found Pareto front. In addition, we perform 24 replicates of this process with different random initial conditions for K = 2, . . . , 25 and for 81 time lag values between n = 1 and n = 5, 000.
Given the set of solutions for a given lag, we first take the deterministic limit of each clustering (p(z|x) = δ z,arg max z p(z |x) ) and recalculate I(Z; S(n)) and I(Z; S(n + τ )) accordingly. We then defined the Pareto front, ξ (n) , as the set of all solutions, p (n) (z|x), such that no other solution for that given lag results in a smaller value for I(Z; S(n)) and a larger value for I(Z; S(n+τ )). Between 150 and 350 solutions were found for all of the fronts. We choosing a clustering for a fixed number of clusters, here, we always pick the representation along the optimal front that has the highest value of I(Z; S(n + τ )).
D. Treeness Index
To calculate the treeness index, T , we construct a directed, acyclic forward graph that connects the partitions as the number of clusters increases for a given time lag with values P ( ) ij . These values are the probability that a state contained in one cluster, i, in the partitioning with clusters also belongs to cluster j in the partitioning with + 1 clusters. Similarly, we can create the backwards graph, Q ( ) ij , that links clusters in the opposite direction; Q ( ) ij is the probability that a state in cluster i in the partitioning with + 1 clusters also belongs to the cluster j in the partitioning containing clusters.
Given these two graphs, we can calculate the entropy of picking a path, π (f ) in the forward direction versus the entropy of picking a path, π (b) in the backwards direction. These probabilities can be calculated via p(π 
where V is the set of all possible paths and W r is the set of all paths ending at cluster r in the most fine-grained partitioning. · · · r denotes an average over each end state. T is then calculated as the relative reduction in entropy between backwards and forwards path probability distributions, as given by Equation 5.
